
Relaxed, honest and contemporary wedding photography
that creatively captures your unique story.



If you’re getting married in the
Midlands and are looking for relaxed
and stylish photography that’s full of
your personality, then look no further.

I promise to capture genuine moments
and paint you in your best possible
light, for beautiful natural images that
will last a lifetime.

With a mix of candid and portrait
photography I’ll create a record of your
day exactly as it happens and present
you with a collection of modern images
that are truly mantlepiece-worthy.

WELCOME TO DOODAH PHOTOGRAPHY



INTRODUCING YOUR PHOTOGRAPHER

Hi I’m Emma Duder and
if you’re choosing Doodah
Photography, then you’re
choosing to be shot by me.

Don’t worry, it won’t hurt a
bit.

Hi, I’m Emma, your friendly neighbourhood wedding photographer.
I live in Derby with my Husband, baby, and a cat called Frog. Taking pictures of
people is what I love to do. I’m very down-to-earth and no-nonsense. I’m happy
to go with the flow of your day, but that I’ll do whatever it takes to get the most
interesting and beautiful shots. My background is in fine art and graphic design
which means I know about composition, lighting and colour, all of which helps

me to take great photos.

It’s my aim to take pictures of people that
really reflect their style, their emotions and
their story. When you see the pictures I’ve
taken of you, I want you to feel like they’re
the very best representation of you.
I work in a very relaxed way, I think that
having your photo taken should be an
enjoyable experience. When taking portraits I
always give direction. This means making
suggestions on where to put your hands, or
where to look, so you don’t feel awkward. I’ll
never ask you to do anything you wouldn’t
normally do, and for most of the day I’ll just
take candid pictures so you’ll probably not
even notice I’m there.

MY STYLE



FULL DAY PACKAGE £1400

If you’d like to document all aspects of your big day, from getting ready to
evening party, then this is the package for you.

The full day package is exactly that, your full day photographed. I’ll arrive when
you’re still in your PJs (I advise two hours before the ceremony) and I’ll go home
when the party’s in full swing. Before I leave I’ll capture your first dance and some

all-important party shots.
Getting ready
Bride & groom portraits
Ceremony
Family formals
Drinks reception
Confetti shot
Guest candids
Wedding breakfast & speeches
Cutting the cake
First dance
Evening reception (up to 9pm latest)
And everything in between!
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GETTING READY
TO FIRST DANCE

APPROXIMATELY
600-800 IMAGES



“Emma delivered. She was able to
be everywhere at once, getting all
the little moments that we’ll cherish
for ever! Every single one of our
guests said how fabulous you were
& how brilliant the pictures are.”

BRYONY & KEVIN



HALF DAY PACKAGE £800

BY-THE HOUR £180

Capture all of the important highlights of your wedding day with this half
day package which includes five continuous hours of photography.

You choose the start time and what’s covered. Most people start with the
ceremony and then make sure they do their cake cutting and first dance before I

leave. But it’s totally up to you what’s covered during the time I’m with you.

Perfect for smaller ceremonies the by-the-hour package means that you just
pay for the hours that I’m with you.

Capture the parts of the day that are important to you without the expense of a
full-day photographer. Minimum booking is 2 hours if outside of Derby and

hours booked must be continuous. Travel to and from your venue is not included
in hours worked, but travel between venues is.

5 HOURS OF
PHOTOGRAPHY

APPROXIMATELY
400-600 IMAGES



WHAT’S INCLUDED

All photography packages include:

A fully insured and kitted-out photographer

Initial meeting and planning support

Travel to your Midlands venue

Professional editing

High resolution and watermark free images delivered
within 6 weeks of your wedding

Password protected online client gallery
with easy download, favourite and social media

sharing functions

Full & half day packages also include:

Personalised wooden presentation box with a USB of
all your images and twenty 6x4”prints

HOW TO BOOK

To book, start by sending me an email or message to see if I’ve got your date free.
You can then ask me any questions you might have, or we can arrange to have a

phonecall before you make any commitments.

If you decide to go ahead, I will ask you for a 25% booking fee by bank transfer
and completion of an online booking form in order to secure your date.

The balance of your payment will be due 4 weeks before your wedding.



EMMA DUDER
07587334913
emma@doodahphotography.co.uk

DOODAHPHOTOGRAPHY.CO.UK

@doodahphotoanddesign @doodahphotography


